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I See Right Through You: Glasses to Read
People's Skin
The technology could have applications in gambling, healthcare, and dating.
5 comments
DAVID ZAX
Tuesday, June 19, 2012

What if you could wear glasses that gave you a sort of superpower? Not quite anything as high
tech as Google’s “augmented reality glasses,” per se. Rather, what if these glasses helped you
tap into something a lot more primitive--the ability to “read” other people?
A company called 2AI Labs has developed a pair of glasses, the O2Amps, that claim to do just
that. A blog post announced yesterday that 2AI Labs had received its first shipment from
manufacturers.
At the root of the technology is evolutionary biology, actually. Researcher Mark Changizi studied
the evolution of color vision in primates; his research showed that color vision evolved to reveal
the fluctuations of oxygen levels in hemoglobin just beneath the skin. These provide all sorts of
social signals. A simple and intuitive example is seeing someone turn bright red from
embarrassment, but there are all sorts of more subtle signals that we may only be semi-conscious
of, but that nonetheless were beneficial to the species that passed color vision on to us. (Changizi
expounds this and other theses in a new book called The Vision Revolution.)
So where exactly do the O2Amps come in? Well, as their name suggests, the glasses--which
appear to be literally rose-colored, from photographs--amplify these oxygen signals, making them
more readily visible to onlookers.
One of the most serious potential applications of the technology is in medicine; the O2Amps are
reportedly in “phase testing at two regional hospitals.” The lenses make veins “appear to glow,”
easily revealing hidden vasculature. Changizi writes that he has developed three different
technologies
that vary
in application:
Share
Tools
Shortlink a vein-finder, a trauma-detector, and a “general clinical
5
enhancer,” that does a bit of both.
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Changizi also says there could be applications in security, gambling, and dating. That poker face
becomes a bit tougher to maintain when the oxygen levels coursing through your veins give away
that pair of deuces you’re bluffing about. And while that guy taking you out for a drink might be
blowing hot and cold, his skin may tell a different story.
“One sees people better by keeping them on,” writes Changizi. Will optometrists soon prescribe
O2Amps to the socially inept? (“Your vision is 20/20, Mr. Zax, but that faux pas with my
receptionist reveals your social vision to be 20/500. Have you heard of O2Amps?”)
It’s clear that Changizi is hunting big game, here. He’s been quoted to the effect that despite the
targeted applications he has in mind, he’d really like to go for the mass market, so that your next
sunglasses purchase might be one of his rose-tinted pairs instead. An admirable goal, but there’s
one problem, as I see it, preventing the O2Amps from becoming much more than a novelty item.
They’re bright pink. For a superpower to be most effective, it behooves the superhero to be able
to employ it discreetly. Another complaint I anticipate is that people probably don’t want to see
their friends’ veins glowing all day. With great power comes great responsibility, and who wants to
have the responsibility of constantly having to warn friends of what their epidermis is showing?
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Still, I wish more people like Changizi contemplated a revolving door between academia and
entrepreneurialism. The O2Amps are a fun idea, backed by real science. Now let’s see if they
catch on.
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